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LEGACIES TO THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
The LACF depends for its income
entirely on members and supporters. Please consider leaving the LAc F a legacy in your will: it is a
charitable organization and all legacies to it are exempt from Capital Transfer Tax and
aggregation without limit. Bequests can take the form of a lump sum or the residue or a fraction
of your estate. Some members might prefer to consider leaving works of fine or decorative art but
if you contemplate doing this it would be helpful if you could please seek the advice of the
Secretary who can let you know if any item will fit into the permanent collection of the Leeds City
Art Galleries. The following would be a suitable form of words to send to your solicitor for
inclusion in your will:

'I bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam House, Leeds, a legacy of
........................
free of all
taxes'he

Hon Solicitor of the LAcF is always very happy to advise potential benefactors.

THE LEEDs ART co LLEcTIQN s FUND is one of the oldest supporting bodies for the visual arts in Great Britain, a source of
regular funds for buying works of art for the Leeds collections. Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery, Temple Newsam
House and Lotherton Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all functions, private views and organized
visits to places of interest. Membership is open to everyone on payment of a minimum annual subscnpnon of Io. There is also
a concessionary )oint membership for I I and life membership for Iso per person or zzs )omt. Corporate membership for
organizations is ay. If you would like to jom simply complete the form and send it with your remittance to the Hon. Secretary,
Leeds Art Collections Fund, Temple Newsam House, Leeds isIS oAF. Telephone 647szt.
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President Lord Martin Fitzalan Howard; Vice President The Rt Hon the Earl of Harewood LLD; Trustees E. M. Arnold,
Committee W. A. B. Brown (Chairman), E. M. Arnold (Vice-Chairman), Councillor B. P. Atha,
Mrs M. Black, Mrs M. Morris, M. Paraskos, Mrs B. Roberts, Dr I. Roscoe, Mrs K. Wenban; Joint Hon Treasurers E. M.
Arnold, J. S. Fox; Hon Secretary C. G. Gilbert; Hon Membership Secretary Dr R. B. Welch; Hon Legal Adviser T. A. Last;
Hon Excursions Secretary Mrs Audrey Warburton; Events Committee Chairman Dr J. R. Sherwm, Mrs K. Wenban (Events
Committee Assistant).

J. S. Fox, Mrs B. Roberts;

The Lord Mayor; Chair Councillor B. P. Atha; Deputy Chair Counallor Mrs C. Myers;
B. Frankland, Councillor H. J. Gardiner, Councillor P. J. Gruen, Councillor W. Kilgallon,
Councillor G. P. Kirkland, Councdlor A. N. K. Lowe, Councillor Mrs R. Lund, Counallor R. A. Mitchell, Councillor G. Moakes,
Councillor Mrs M. Monks, IF, Councillor E. A. Nash, Councillor C. Townsley.

CULTURAL SERVICES COMMITTEE
Councillor I. Favell, Councillor J. G.

Director of Art Galleries Christopher Gilbert MA FMA; Principal Keeper Anthony Wells-Cole MA AMA; Principal
sTAFF
Keeper (Art Gallery and Henry Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture) Terry F. Friedman ISA FNU; Keeper (Art Gallery)
Alexander Robertson MA AMA; Keeper (Lotherton Hall) Daru Rooke ISA; Keeper (Temp(e Newsam) James Lomax MA AMA;
Keeper (Conservation) lan Fraser; Keeper (Education) Adam White sA MA FNU; Senior Assistant Keeper (Education) Amanda
Phillips; Senior Assistant Keeper (Art Gallery) Corinne E. Miller BA AMA; Senior Assistant Keeper (Exhibitions) Nigel Walsh BA;
Research Assistant (Henry Moore Centre for the Study of Sculpture) Benjamin Dhahwal sA; Curatorial Assistant Samantha
Flavin BA; Keeper of Paintings Conservation Jennifer Hack ISA, Uipcons; Keeper of Technical Services John Berry sA; Technical
Assistant David Hudson; Administrator Christine Stokes; Secretary Denise Lawson; Clerk Typist Valerie Jackson; Clerical
Assistants Sheel Bharj, Jacqueline Howson.
Starting with the first issue published in I947, the entire Leeds Arts Calendar is now available on microfilm. Write
for information or send orders direct to Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48 Io6, UsA.
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Sir Peter Paul Rubens, Holy Family with St John, rfiSO —Sz, photographed
Agnew's, London

after recent cleaning.
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in memory of Sara

EDITORIAL
Barbara Roberts has been appointed a Trustee of
the LAcF, following the death of Sara Gilchrist
reported in the last issue
we are delighted she has
accepted this responsibility. Unhappily, shortly
before Christmas, two more illustrious senior
members died: Bill Oliver, for many years art critic
of the Yorkshire Post, an energetic champion of
contemporary art and well-known Leeds figure
who, for over two decades, served as a Trustee on
the Committee. Stanley Burton, our other sad loss,
was a great and generous connoisseur closely
involved with many of our most ambitious acquisitions and publication projects who frequently
insisted on remaining an anonymous benefactor.
Your committee has been considering how best
to commemorate these three individuals, each of
whom contributed so much to our work. It has
been decided to associate the name of Bill Oliver
with Jack Smith's Fifties painting Still Life uith
Bowl of Cherries acquired last year. A group of
admirers has also subscribed to give the Gallery in
his memory Tom Wood's Study for a Portrait of
Bill Oliver, z 98'. Sara Gilchrist will be linked with
an oil painting by the well-known Na'ive Artist
Alfred Wallis kindly donated by her old friend
this will be the first work by
Cyril Reddihough
Wallis to enter the Leeds collection (illustrated on
title page). The Burton family are presently being
consulted about an appropriate way of marking
Stanley Burton's long connection with the LAcF.
Readers of the Calendar may recall that in z F88
Leeds raised Ezzo,ooo to save a documented pair
of early neo-classical carved and gilt sarcophagus
cisterns from Burton Constable from leaving the
country, and in z99o—9t successfully campaigned
for E5 65,ooo to prevent the export of a magnificent
pair of Italian Empire specimen marble centre
tables from the same collection. These, and other
sales, alerted the National Heritage Memorial
Fund to the urgent need to find a solution to
safeguard the future of Burton Constable Hall near
Hull
a large and outstanding country house that
has few parallels in the north-east. The house, of
Tudor —
Jacobean date, has splendid Georgian
interiors and stands in a park laid out by Capability
Brown containing estate and garden buildings, all
of which are regarded as highly important to the
heritage of this country.

—

—

—

The chief glory of Burton Constable is, however,
its superb art collection, which includes sumptuous
furniture by Thomas Chippendale, many complete
ensembles by leading firms from York, Wakefield,
and Hull, distinguished paintings, prints, statues,
textiles, Oriental ceramics, cabinets of curiosities,
a fine library and
early scientific instruments,
ravishing treasures brought back by generations of
the family from Continental Grand Tours. The
history of the house and its furnishings is uncommonly well documented in an extensive family
archive which includes many architectural drawings. In short, Burton Constable contains one of the
truly great country house collections.
The Trustees of the NHMF have been in discussion with Mr John Chichester Constable for some
time to establish a means by which the house, its
contents and park, can all be preserved, enhanced
and made accessible to the general public. To
facilitate this, a Burton Constable Foundation has
been formed, managed by independent Trustees,
and the NHMF have made a substantial capital
commitment to pay for essential repair work and
provide an endowment of several million pounds
so that the new Trust can cover the shortfall on
operating expenses.
The house itself and the parkland has been gifted
to the new Foundation by Mr Chichester Constable and the NHMF is buying the majority of the
art collection. It is their wish that the collection,
books and archive be given to Leeds City Council,
but held on permanent loan by the Foundation at
Burton Constable, so that the furnishings can be
displayed in their original historic settings. The
family papers, although now also owned by Leeds,
will remain on deposit at the North Humberside
Record Office at Beverley.
There will obviously be a need for curatorial
skills over a long period to care for the art
collection and the house generally, and since the
NHMF clearly admires the reputation of Leeds as a
centre of expertise in the fine and decorative arts
and its proven success in the preservation of
Temple Newsam and Lotherton Hall, an agreement has been entered into between Leeds City
Council and the new Burton Constable Foundation
whereby the staff of Leeds City Art Galleries will
curate the collection, thus ensuring its long-term

r Burton Constable Hall, near Hull

well-being. The Director and one senior colleague
will be ex-officio Trustees of the Foundation which
will pay the City for the time and expenses which
Keepers and Conservators incur while performing

their curatorial roles. Therefore, no additional
financial burden will fall on Leeds City Council.
For the first five years a full-time qualified assistant,
Dr. David Connell (a contributor to this number of
the Calendar), will be employed to compile a
master inventory, initiate a photographic survey
and research a basic catalogue of the impressively
documented treasures. It is a great honour for
Leeds City Art Galleries to have been chosen in this
memorable rescue exercise.
There have sadly in the recent past been attic
clearance sales from Newby Hall, Harewood
House, Nostell Priory, Nidd Hall and Helperby
Hall, to mention a few Yorkshire dispersals. Sotheby's held an auction of 'surplus furnishings't
Castle Howard last November and we purchased
for Temple Newsam either at, or following the sale,

some japanned watercans for our housemaid's
closet, an interesting early Victorian gout stool,
some retractable patent brass candlesticks of
impeccable country house origin and a spectaccoromandel
ularly fine early eighteenth-century
chest of the sort generally associated with houses
such as Hampton Court, Chatsworth or Burghley.
This wonderfully exotic specimen of taste greatly
enhances our already astonishingly rich collection
of chinoiserie furniture
it really is a curator's
dream.
To end with a news flash: following a review of
opening times, the Cultural Services Committee
has decided to discontinue Sunday and Bank
Holiday opening at the Art Gallery which will also
close half an hour earlier at g.3o on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. The late opening
on one evening a week during the summer months
at Temple Newsam and Lotherton has also ceased
and both houses now close at 5.3o instead of 6.t 5
(dusk in winter).

—

TEMPLE NEWSAM PAINTINGS—
DISCOVERIES AND REATTRIBUTIONS
DAVID CONNELL
Recent research on the historic painting collection
put together by the Ingram family at Temple
Newsam has been rewarded with several significant discoveries. Old inventories dating back to the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries have provided a wealth of fascinating detail about the
paintings. Although many of the finest works left
the collection before it was acquired by Leeds in
?9zz, new information has come to light about
some of these pictures, as well as others remaining
in the house which were part of the generous gift to
Temple Newsam made by Lord Halifax in ? 948.
PETER PAUL RUBENS

(? 577 —? 640)

Past guides to Temple Newsam have suggested that
the house once contained many fine paintings,
quoting as evidence a portion of a letter sent by
Charles, 9th Viscount Irwin to his wife Frances
about his purchase of two pictures.'he long
letter, dated zS May ?76', begins with general
gossip, then proceeds to describe how Charles
came to spend a fortune on paintings by Claude
and Rubens:

...

You will be exceedingly angry was I to tell you how
very ridiculous and extravagent I have been in short, I am
almost ruined, you know my love for pictures 5c I now
find I cannot stand Temptation
I have bought two
pictures at such a price as wou'd amaze you. however I
am offered the money for them again 5c I really do not
know what to do
they are most exceedingly fine 5c
celebrated pictures, 5c as I formerly had look'd at them
the owner who has parted with his house furniture 5c
everything else unluckily for me met me in the street the
next day after my arrival here, 5c told me he was now
determined to part with them. They are two pictures
formerly belonging to General Wade 5c now to his Son
who has sold his House in Whitehall 5cc. I met him 5c he
tempted me at Drummonds I bought 5c I repent, you will
let me know what you wou'd advise me to do about them.
I gave 3oo for them for shame you will say; however, Ld.
Coventry will take the Claude at the same price 5c
Dundas or Brice Fisher the Rubens, zoo was the price of
the Rubens 5c one the Claude. Anderson says Lord
Monfords is not in any degree equal to the latter 5c that
the Rubens is allowed the best picture of the Master in the
Kingdom 2

—

—

The pictures had previously belonged to Field
Marshall George Wade (?673—?748), who was
considered a great connoisseur and whose home in
Burlington Street, London was modelled on the
design of a palladian villa specifically to hold his
painting collection. As the payment from
at Drummonds'ank
shows, the two
pictures cost three hundred and fifty guineas rather
than the said three hundred.4 Charles was not in
the end forced to sell on the paintings to his
collecting friends, however, and John Anderson,
the dealer who had advised him, was subsequently
commissioned to produce two Carlo Maratta
frames for the paintings prior to their dispatch to
Yorkshire (App.?), and also cleaned them at a
further cost of three guineas (App. z).
In eighteenth-century
terms the Rubens was the
most important painting in the collection, and in
the? 8o8 inventory it is valued at g4o guineas.7 The
painting hung on the north wall of the Gallery
through the nineteenth century and is recorded in
catalogues and inventories. The entry in the ? 8o8
catalogue describes the painting:
Charles'ccount

Rubens. The Virgin, infant Saviour, St John and Saint
Joseph. The bambino stands on the lap of the Virgin,
Saint John embracing his legs, one hand of the Virgin
supports Christ, her left hand extends gracefully to a
cradle; the face of the Madonna and countenance are
very beautiful no part of the colouring of this pictures is
overcharged, neither is the drawing, the whole is brilliant, and the small portion of landscape introduced is
finely pencilled. The entire picture may rank as a most
excellent performance of Rubens. 4 feet 9 Inch. high by
3 f. 9'/? I. wide.

As well as providing the size of the canvas this
catalogue also gives a very valuable description of
the painting. Another opinion was offered by
Gustav Waagen, Director of the Royal Gallery in
Berlin, on the occasion of his visit to Temple
Newsam in the? 8Sos. He said of the painting:9
Rubens. The Virgin and Child, the Baptist, and Joseph in
a landscape, whole length figures, life size. Decidedly
realistic in conception of the heads, but painted in a fine
transparent tone, and very careful.

Waagen's comment seems to suggest that he
accepted both the authenticity and the quality of
the work. Although it was included in Max
de P. P. Rubens, it was only as a reference
on the basis of Waagen's comment,'nd
the
painting was largely ignored until very recently.
After removal from Temple Newsam on the
occasion of its sale to Leeds in I9zz, the painting
remained in the possession of Lord Halifax at
Hickleton Hall, and was then sold with other
paintings at Christie's in I947. Following the sale
the painting passed through the hands of dealers to
a private collector in Brazil. Until recently the
painting was generally only regarded as a shopwork, similar to a rather dubious example at
Kedleston Hall, Derbyshire. In fact the Temple
Newsam painting is the source for the Kedleston
work and several other copies, one of which is in
the Clerk Collection at Penicuik House, Midlothian. Slightly reduced in size from the original, this
is first recorded in an inventory of zygo as: 'A Fine
copy after Rubens of the Holy Family almost equal
Rooses''ceuvre

to an original by the same hand'. Fortunately, the
used by Christie's, Coopers of
photographers
Pollen Street, remain in business, and they were the
source of some photographs taken for the I947
sale which are preserved in the Witt photographic
library of the Courtauld Institute in London. These
photographs reveal a painting of high quality, even
though it was in need of cleaning when they were
taken. Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century opinion
has been vindicated after recent examination by
modern scholars, for it is now recognized as a
and is
splendid production of Rubens'tudio
regarded as autograph by Michael Jaffe.t2
Recent developments include the transfer of the
painting to New York for cleaning, and since
summer I99I it has been on sale in Agnew's
showroom in Old Bond Street.
SIXTEENTH CENTURY FLEMISH SCHOOL>
ELIEZER AND REBECKAH AT THE WELL
A sixteenth-century Flemish panel painting which
is now hanging in the Gallery at Temple Newsam

z Flemish School, Eliezer artd Rebecltah at the Well, late sixteenth century. Leeds City Art Galleries
(Temple Newsam 1

has recently been skilfully restored by Jenny Hack.
The painting is first identifiable in the collection at
Temple Newsam in the tyo3 inventory, where it is
described as: 'A Landskipe of Jacob 5c Rebeckah
meeting upon a board'. It might have been in the
collection much longer, however, as the panel is
typical of paintings which appear in English collections from the end of the sixteenth century, and
most of the earlier inventories at Temple Newsam
only record the number of
the c. tyz t inventory the panel was hanging in
the staircase and was valued at ten shillings. In
ry5o it was cleaned and repaired by John Bouttats
after ty68), the Flemish dealer/restorer
(rpo8 —
who overhauled the collection for Henry, yth
Viscount Irwin. He correctly described the subject
as 'Abrahams servant'nd attributed it to 'Francis
Floris'Frans Floris, c. rgrp —yo). In the r8o8
catalogue the painting appears in 'Lady Irwin's
small library', described as: 'Rebecca and Jacobs
messinger'. It is also identifiable in later catalogues
and inventories. By the time the panel was given to
Leeds in r 9y8 by Lord Halifax it was in a poor state
pictures.'n

3 Jan Wyck (c. t6yo —t7oo), Landscape with Haymakers,
Newsam J

of repair, and before restoration

was in four
separate pieces with considerable loss of pigment.
Although John Bouttats'ttribution
to Floris is not
completely accurate, it is Flemish, and was probably painted in Antwerp in the fourth quarter of the
sixteenth century
that is, by a member of the
Antwerp Romanist School from the generation
after Floris. The classical fountain, costume and
mannered composition of figures displays a strong
Italian influence, although the way the continuing
narrative is illustrated in background scenes is
characteristically northern. The subject is taken
from Genesis, chapter twenty-four,
where the
account tells how Abraham dispatched his servant
Eliezer to find a wife for his son Isaac. Rebecca'
willingness to water Eliezer's camels and show
hospitality to him was a sign of her suitability as a
wife for Isaac. In the background can be seen
Rebecca's brother Laban escorting Eliezer to his
house where he is entertained by her father Bethuel.
After spending the night under the roof of their
host, Eliezer departs next morning accompanied by
Rebecca. Finally, on a distant hill the lone figure of

—

t69os. Leeds City Art Galleries (Temple

Isaac is shown watching the approaching camel
train with his wife-to-be. A very distinctive feature
of the painting is the pyramidal camel packs with
elephant tusks. These also appear in a drawing of
the same subject by the Antwerp artist Hans Bol
(I 5 34—93) dated I 5 84. Although the painting is
not by Bol there may be a common source for this
motif.

I640 —I700)
—
I72.7)
VAART(I647
JAN wYcK (C.

AND JAN vAN DER

In the inventory of paintings in the newly-created
Gallery at Temple Newsam made in I75o, a pair of
landscapes are listed hanging on either side of the
large portrait of Henry, 7th Viscount Irwin and his
wife Ann Scarburgh by Philip Mercier: No. 77 'a
Landskip 5c figurs Vandervert'nd No. 78 'a Do:
its Comp: Wyke'. Only recently was it realized that

both paintings were still hanging in the Gallery—
over two hundred years later. The Landscape with
Hayrnakers by Jan Wyck dates from the late
seventeenth century, a good example of his paintings of English rural scenery. Although the painting
was discovered to have a signature soon after it was
presented to Leeds by Lord Halifax in I948 both
the I954 and I976 catalogues record it as British
School, eighteenth century.'4 In fact the clearly
distinguishable signature of Jan Wyck appears in
red paint in the bottom right-hand corner. As well
as appearing in the I75o inventory, Wyck's painting can be traced in inventories of the collection
throughout the nineteenth century.
The companion to the Wyck is even more
interesting. The unfamiliar Jan van der Vaart, who
like Wyck was of Dutch origin, was well known as
a portrait and landscape painter during his own

x7x7), Classical Landscape with Small Cascade, c. x7oo. Leeds City Art
4 Jan van der Vaart (x 647—
Galleries (Temple Newsamj

lifetime. In r7z3 van der Vaart painted a trompel'ceil of a Violin and Bow hanging on a Door for
William Cavendish, and Duke of Devonshire
(r673 —I72,9) to hang in Devonshire House,
London. The painting is now one of the attractions
at Chatsworth where it hangs in the State Music
Room. Van der Vaart's painting at Temple
Newsam is of considerable importance as an
example of English classical landscape.'lthough
artists such as George Lambert (r7ro —
6S) and
Richard Wilson (r7r4 —
Sz) produced many classical landscapes later in the eighteenth century, this
must be one of the earliest examples, and probably
dates from sometime around r7oo. The composition combines elements derived from Dutch landscape painting along with classical and Italianate
motifs. The cottage among trees
some of which
are pine
on the right of the picture recalls
Scandinavian scenery in landscapes by Allart van
Everdingen (r6zr —
7S), and Gerard van Edema
(r 65 z,—c. r 7oo), his pupil who worked in England
from c. r 67o. The two figures in the left foreground
are repeated in classical landscapes by John Wootton (c. r 68' r7S6), pupil and collaborator of Jan

—

—

Wyck."

Although first identified in the r7So inventory,
the painting may have been in the collection at
Temple Newsam as early as r7zr. In the inventory
of pictures made around that time a painting is
recorded in a staircase described as 'A 3qr. Picture
of rocks R a waterfall without frame', valued at
three shillings. 'Three-quarter'eems
to be an
attempt at describing the size of the painting, as it
was a common way of referring to a portrait-head
sized canvas in the eighteenth century. That is, one
which measured three-quarters of a non-standard
eighteenth-century yard
about thirty inches. The
painting by van der Vaart at Temple Newsam is on
a portrait-head
canvas turned on its side and
measures zS /z x 3oin.

—

ARTHUR POND

(r705 —58)

Charles, 9th Viscount Irwin married Frances Shepheard, the natural daughter of Samuel Shepheard
of Exning and Mp for Cambridge, in r 7SS. Samuel
Shepheard was a somewhat eccentric landowner
who, as The Gentlemen's Magazine reported, 'died
vastly rich'.'7 The full-length portrait of Shepheard
is first recorded at Temple Newsam in the c. r 86z
catalogue as: 'Portrait of Mr. Shepheard, Whole
length, Hudson'.'he painting had no doubt been
in the collection from the eighteenth
century,
however, since both the catalogue and inventory

Arthur Pond (xyog —
58), Portrait of Samuel
Shepheard, r7yS. Leeds City Art Galleries
(Temple Newsaml

made in r So8 excluded all the family portraits. In
r9oz it hung in the French Bedroom, described as:
'Full length Portrait of Samuel Shepheard Esq. of
Exning, County Suffolk by Hudson'.'he fulllength portrait was presented to Temple Newsam
im r 948, and in the r9Sy catalogue is attributed to
John Singleton Copley (r737—rSTS). There is an
obvious problem with this attribution
since
Shepheard died in r 7yS, when Copley was only ten
years of age and still living in North America. More
recently the portrait has been listed as British
School, eighteenth century.
The new attribution of this portrait to Arthur
Pond is based on an entry in Pond's Account Book

—

—which survives

and on
in the British Museum
stylistic comparison with a half-length portrait of
Robert Walpole by Pond of similar date. Pond's

account shows that Shepheard paid thirty-two
guineas for a full-length portrait on 3o October
I 745. Particularly interesting about this painting
is the fact that it is one of relatively few such
portraits by Pond identified, as he is better known
for executing small pastel portraits of his sitters.
ANTONIO MARINI

(I668 —I7z5)

One of the most exciting discoveries concerns the
group of eighteen landscapes, marines and battles
which hung in the Gallery at Temple Newsam, and
which are known to have been among paintings
brought back from Italy by Edward, 4th Viscount
Irwin from his Grand Tour in I7o4 —
o7. Although
there has been a question about their former
attribution to Marco Ricci (I6z6—I7z9) and Jac76)
ques Courtois (called Il Bourgognone, r6zr —
some time, discussion about this has only taken
place in some Italian literature, and the larger
group of paintings the Temple Newsam pictures
represent continue to be attributed to Ricci in
sale
catalogues
collections
and
museum
worldwide. Nevertheless, even though the I75o
inventory attributes some of the paintings to
Sebastiano Ricci, there has never been any documentary evidence supporting the attribution to
Marco Ricci. Connoisseurship on Marco Ricci has
undergone revision over the past forty years and
the suggestion made in the I954 catalogue that
these may be the early works cannot now be
entertained. This grouo of paintings are characterized by their apparent speed of execution, vigorous
which
brushwork and the range of colours used
includes pinks and turquoise blues. They are
painted with great skill and freedom, using a brush
loaded with several colours articulating forms with
one or two strokes. All this demonstrates the
greater confidence of one who has a considerable
mastery of technique rather than a developing
artist.
Antonio Marini was a well-known painter in
Venice during the late seventeenth and early
eighteenth century. Battle paintings by Marini are
recorded in contemporary literature,22 although
only recently has the necessary archival work been
undertaken by Italian scholars which reinstates
him in Italian art history. The signature of Marini
was discovered on a Landscape with a Natural
Rock Arch in Bergamo, following which R. BassiRathgeb and R. Pallucchini published articles in
'or

—

Iy63. Martini provided a fuller discussion concerning the attribution of the Temple Newsam
paintings in I98z. "Only now, however, are books
devoted to Antonio Marini ready for publication,
identifying over I5o of his works in collections
throughout the world.2s
The eighteen paintings at Temple Newsam still
represent the most important group of his identified works, and the four largest pictures must be
considered some of his finest. In the eighteenth
century there were about thirty paintings by the
including his selfartist at Temple Newsam

portrait.

—

Gilbert has already described
Christopher
Edward's exploits on the Grand Tour undertaken
as a young man between the years I7o4 to I7o7.
Further careful study of documents related to the
paintings which Edward acquired abroad sheds
light on the circumstances surrounding their purchase and importation into England. The transaction which resulted in Edward's acquisition of the
paintings by Antonio Marini "eems to be the
subject of a letter to his mother dated zz January

I 7o6/o7:

I beg your Ladyship too to consider what I have bought
since I have been abroad for ye ornament of my house, as
pictures Books and ye like I have nearly laid out three
hundred Pds for those I found ready att my coming
will hasten me a bill
hither; soo I desire you+
fear ye said three hundred Pds. yt I may not be obliged to
stay in this place beyond ye time I propose myself
After this I am persuadedyou won't think I have spent my
money foolishly. I should have continued buying, but yt I
find my circumstances won't allow it which I contess
vexes me; for I have a good opportunity of furnishing my
great rambling house with excellent paintings for two or
three hundred Pds. more if I had

'";""'„"„"

...

it...

Apart from Edward's rather ambiguous letter,
there remains no clear evidence of when he bought
the pictures, although the group at Temple
Newsam provide a means of interpreting his comments about the opportunity he had to furnish his
house with 'excellent paintings'. All the identified
paintings are in pairs of the same size, evidently
intended to hang as pendants. Hence, it is apparent
from the outset that the whole group was meant to
create a comprehensive display comparable to the
decorative ensembles devised for fashionable Italian interiors. The taste for such pictures in the
manner of Salvator Rosa (I6I5—
73) and Jacques
Courtois was already well established in Italy.
Many of them were designed for specific locations,
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and some can still be found in the Italian houses for
which they were originally painted.
Although the precise date of purchase cannot be
determined, between December xyo6 and May
zyo7 over eight hundred pounds was paid to cover
Edward's withdrawals in Venice. Surviving letters help to reconstruct the sequence of events
regarding Edward's return to England, and the
shipments of pictures which followed him. Edward
he collected around
did not carry everything
Europe with him. Boxes of books were periodically
dispatched by sea from Italy.3'lthough Edward
was back at Temple Newsam by October, the
pictures did not arrive in England until much later.
The responsibility for the consignment was placed
in the hands of Edward's tutor and Grand Tour
after xyxol.
companion, John Haccius (c. x664 —
After Edward had returned to England Haccius
was still being sent money. An entry in the Steward's Account Book for 3o October x7oy reads:
'Paid him [Mr Kitchingman] wch, he had given a
Bill for 2,o~o —
oo upon Mr. Chetty at St. Quintin
payable at Augsburg to Mr. Jo: Haccius or
order'.
He travelled back from Italy several
months after Edward, and was concerned with
shipping the rolled-up canvases from Rotterdam.
Over a year had passed after Edward's return,
when the artist and restorer Robert Graves was
sent to Hull to examine the condition of the
paintings which had been sent from Rotterdam to
Hull in two separate shipments. Edward endeavoured to convince the Collector of Customs that
they were only worth a few pounds. This being the
case, he hoped that they would be excused duty
altogether. This was payable on the declared value
of the goods during this period, which led to
widespread fraud. Returning tourists simply had to
swear on oath that their treasured acquisitions of
several years'ravelling were really almost worthless.34 Edward maintained that his canvases had
been damaged in transport. This was actually true,
since shipment and careless handling also resulted
in the loss of one of the paintings. Besides looking
for damage, Graves had to measure the canvases so
that suitable stretcher frames could be made.
Moreover, in his capacity as Lord Irwin's agent, he
also had the task of valuing the paintings for the
purpose of assessing the customs duty payable.
in his letter dated
He explained everything

8 Antonio Marini, Self-Portrait, c. x zoo.
Private Collection

2.3 December z7og to John Roades, the Temple
Newsam Steward:

Sr. I have valued my Lord's Pictures (which are in
Number about 4o) at Lao —S-oo axxd sent Particular
Rates to his Lordship. a Collector that was present was of
opinion that sum being so small the customs would be
exus'd and wait an order from ye Commiss'rs for ye

Pictures in the Cellar if they were put carefully one upon
another and the sooner they are fram'd ye better. I shall if
you think fitt bring my Son to assist me so we shall ye
sooner dispatch some of Pictures in ye Custom house
having received some damage. R. Graves [sigxxed]
[postscript]
I could wish ye Pictures at Hull might rather be brought
thither by the Carrier than by Water the Box being not
very Ioxxg.se

In the event, Edward was not excused customs duty
as an entry in John Roades'ocket book for
2,z, January z7o9 records: 'Sent to Mr. Greaves to
pay Customs for my Lopps. pictures at Hull
OII

—x9—II .

6 Antonio Marini (x688—tying), Battle Scene, x69os. Leeds City Art Galleries lTemple Netvsamj
7 Antonio Marini, Landscape

tvith Banditti, x69os. Leeds City Art Galleries (Temple Netvsamj

Edward's attempt to evade payment of the
proper duty ensured that shipping documents did
not detail individual items. Besides depriving later
historians of valuable information, this subterfuge
also made it difficult for Edward to locate a picture
which he knew had gone missing. As Richard Hey
explained in his letter about the lost canvas: 'none
of ye things were ever entered att ye Customs house
so no enquiry
here [Rotterdam], to save charges
This item later turned up in the
can be made'.
damp cellar of the widow of Johnson, Master of the
from
ship which had carried the paintings
Rotterdam.
The group of paintings are first identified in the
inventory compiled following the premature death
from smallpox of Rich, gth Viscount Irwin (z688tyzz), where they are described and given the
'Italian'. In this inventory all the
designation
paintings are given a value, and this group are rated
highly, even though a memorandum at the end of
the inventory states: 'all the Italian pictures are
without frames'.
In the inventory made in z7So by John Bouttats,
twenty-nine of the paintings are included, attributed to Salvator Rosa, Sebastiano Ricci and
Jacques Courtois. Most are recorded hanging in
the recently reconstructed Gallery in the matching
palladian frames which still encase them.
By the z y6os, the modern pictures which the yth
Viscount had brought back from Venice in troy
were considered 'old masters', and were the height
of fashion. The wild and tempestuous landscapes,
which were considered to express the sublime
beauty of nature, contrasted with the serene pastoral landscapes represented
in paintings
by
Claude Lorrain. It was these contrasting aspects of
nature as represented in the paintings which was
exploited by Capability Brown in the park at
Temple Newsam. The anonymous poetical epistle
dedicated to Lord Irwin, and celebrating the
accomplishment of Lancelot Brown, makes particular mention of the kind of pictures which were
on the walls at Temple Newsam: The Rise and
Progress of the Present Taste in Planting Parks,
Pleasure Grounds, Gardens, er'c. from Henry The
Eighth to King George The Third. In a Poetic
Epistle to the Right Honourable Charles Lord
Viscount Irwin.
In the opening address the poet
praises Kew, Richmond, and Castle Howard as in
'exquisite taste'. 'Mr. Brown', who as 'the finest
genius this nation has produced... for uniting the
powers of Poetry and Painting in his designs', it
says, is 'crowned with laurel by the Muses'. The

—

final verses return the reader to Temple Newsam,
where Charles was in the process of spending a
transform
the
fortune
on having
Brown
landscape:
But you, my Lord, at Templenewsham find,
The charms of Nature gracefully combin'd,
Sweet waving hills, with woods and verdure crown'd,
and winding vales, where murmuring

resound...

streams

The Hills, the Rocks, the Woods, and varying Skies,
Then will the wild and beautiful combine,
And Taste and Beauty grace your whole Design.

The poem speaks of 'Rubens hand', 'Salvator's
'Claud's enlivening grace'. Most
collections had a 'Salvator'r a 'Claude', although
only Holkham in Norfolk could boast of a large
number of genuine Claudes, and there is no record
of any large collections of paintings by Salvator
Rosa in England. The collection of nearly thirty
paintings by Antonio Marini meant that Temple
Newsam was unique in having so many landscapes, seascapes and battle paintings composed in
the rugged manner associated with Salvator Rosa
which was so admired by the English in the
eighteenth century.
The agrarian economist Arthur Young made this
group of pictures the focus of his attention when he
visited Temple Newsam in the late zy6os. He did
not have the benefit of either a catalogue or a
knowledgeable
guide, and was consequently
forced to use his own judgement when he looked at
the picture collection:

Wildness'nd

Lord Irwin's Collection of pictures is not only capital, but
very numerous. The following are those which struck me
the most. I cannot add the masters, as the person who
shews the house, knows neither the subject, or painter of
scarce any; a circumstance to be regretted, when a
catalogue is so easily written for the information of the
traveller; one advantage however attends it, which is, the
certainty that one's remarks are mere feelings, and never
the praise or censure which the world attaches to
names

picked out several paintings by Marini for
mention, which he thought were by Salvator Rosa
'large battle-piece. Strong
and Bourgognone:
expression; I suppose by Borgognone', in the Green
Damask Dressing Room, along with 'Group of
horsemen with rocks. The wild manner of Salvator
Rosa', and two more battle pieces 'Spirited'. Young
noted two more landscapes in the Gallery: 'Two
rocks with figures. Very wild and dark, but nobly
touched; if they are not by Salvator, they are
4'oung

worthy of him'. At the time of Young's visit the
paintings were more widely distributed around the
house than they were in zygo. The two circular (or
oval) battle paintings which were hanging over the
doors at either end of the Gallery in z750, were
listed in the Blue Damask Dressing Room. These
were among several Marinis which were evidently
removed from Temple Newsam sometime after
Arthur Young's visit and given to Lady William
Gordon, the second daughter of the 9th Viscount.
In z8z4 Lady William Gordon sold them at
Christie's in London.
As a consequence, in the
I808 catalogue the description and measurement
of only twenty-two pictures is given. These
remained at Temple Newsam until z9zz, when
several more were sold along with other house

contents.
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the self-portrait of Antonio Marini hung
alongside the other paintings in the Gallery,
although for most of this time it was attributed
along with other paintings and identified as a
portrait of the Bourgognone (Jacques Courtois).
John Anderson charged a guinea for cleaning and
relining the portrait, calling it 'Bourgonions
z). Once the painting was separated from the
collection at Temple Newsam and the connection
broken, the identification with the other paintings
was lost. Only as a result of tracing the picture to a
private collection was the Temple Newsam connection rediscovered, then confirmed by stylistic
comparison with the other paintings. Although the
face is carefully painted, the rest of the composition
reveals Marini's characteristically free brushwork.
Besides representing the only known likeness of the
Marini's
artist, the portrait also demonstrates
considerable skill, for it is a work of great quality.
The only portrait by Marini so far identified, it also
opens up the possibility of identifying further
portraits as research on the artist progresses.
Head'App.

APPENDIX I

Account dated zz, June

I765. (Earl of Halifax)

Carlo Marrate frame for the Rubens
Ditto for the Claud
a Packen Case all the Joynts Grov'd
5c Packen
The Cart to the Inn
a Packen Case to the Bordone 5I: two Cases
Packen up

I765.

6: 3:6
5: 4:0

4:7
0: 5:0
o: Io:o

I3: 7:I
Io:I9:6
6:7

zz, June

Anderson

Rec:d Contents 5c all Demands John

[signed].

APPENDIX

Z

Undated account from John Anderson. (Earl of Halifax)

The R:t Hon:ble The Lord Viz:t Irwin J:hn Anderson
[signed]
Left on acc:t
Line: 5t: Cleaning the Late Ld: Irwins

Pic:tr
Ditto Bourgonions Head
a Packin Case 5c Packin 5r.
Porterage to ye Inn

Cleaning the Rubens 5c ye Claud Lorain

s

d

5: 4:6

I: I:0
I: I:0
o:Io:6
7:I6:6
3: 3:0

Io:I9:6

NOTES

I An extract from this letter first appeared in Leeds City Art
Gallery and Temple Newsam House Catalogue of Paintings:
Works by Artists born before I goo (Leeds, 1954), p. 8.
Letter in the possession of Lord Halifax.
—
3 Field Marshall Wade's ( I 673 I 748) house was built by
Burlington in I 7z3 based on a design for a town villa by Palladio.
The house was demolished in I 93 5. The only other documented
painting belonging to the Field Marshall was the large cartoon by
Rubens, Meleager and Atalanta, which was sent by Walpole to
Houghton, then sold to Catherine the Great of Russia in I779.
The painting was apparently too large for Wade's London house,
which was why he was forced to sell it to Walpole. (Survey of
The Parish of St James, Westminster, Part I
London, xxxt t
(London, I 963), p. 5oo). John Wade, the Field Marshall's other
son, died in I797 and his collection was sold z7 —IS March by
Christie. The section of the catalogue which contains Wade's
pictures is headed: 'A small but well-chosen Collection of
Pictures Late the Property of John Wade Esq. deceased And
originally collected by his Father Field Marshall Wade who was
long distinguished for his correct Taste as a Connoisseur during
his Command on the Continent.'
Trafalgar Square show a
The ledgers of Drummonds'ank,
payment from Charles'ccount in favour of George Wade of
F367 tos. od. on a9 May I765.
5 The Dundas menttoned by Charles is probably the noted
collector Sir Lawrence Dundas Mp (c. I 7 to —8 I). Lord Montford
was Thomas Bromley (1732—
99). An old fnend of Frances, their
respective fathers had shared the Parliamentary seat of Camthe Claude reputedly owned by him
bridge. Unfortunately
cannot be identified.
6 As well as advisor to Lord Irwin, Anderson was the most
respected picture restorer in mid-Georgian London.
7 Inventory of pictures at Temple Newsam. Signed by Lord
Hertford and Lord and Lady William Gordon, 5 December
I So8. (Yorkshire Archaeological Society, DD54, reproduced in
Leeds Art Calendar, 99 gc Ioo (I 987) ).
8 Catalogue of paintings at Temple Newsam dated 4 March
I Sos. Warwick County Record Office. Ragley Papers. Estates of
Viscount Irwin. (i) Temple Newsam.
9 G. F. Waagen, Treasures of Art in Great Britain being an
Account of the Chief Collections of Paintings, Drauings,
Illuminated Mss. &cd'c., vol. 3 (London, I854), volume ttt,

I

—

PP. 322—a3.
Io M. Rooses, L'ceuvre de P. P. Rubens, vol. I (Antwerp, I 886),
p. 300.

I3

I I 13 December 1947 Christie's, London. Pictures belonging
to the Earl of Halifax. Lot x x7, sold for f6,93o.
x 2 M. Jaffe, Catalogo
Completo Rubens (Milan, x 989),
no. 98 8, p. 3 x 7.
x3 The inventory dated 4 December x688 includes paintings,
and although most are designated by subject, 'Two Old Landscapes're valued at ten shillings. If 'old'n x688 they may
possibly date from the previous century and could be Eliezer and
Rebecca at the Well and its companion described in the 17o3
inventory as 'A Landskipe of Abraham offering Isaac upon a
board'painting not traced). (Inventory dated 4 December x 688
attached to a letter dated 5 December x 688 from Arthur Todd to

Revd Daniel Nichols, Leeds City Art Archives, Temple Newsam
Papers, TN/C5, x 7o3 inventory of paintings at Temple Newsam
in the possession of the Earl of Halifax.)
found to bear
x4 See Leeds Art Calendar, x4 (t95o), p. 23,
the signature of Jan Wyck'.
15 The attribution was suggested by the entry in the x75o
inventory, then confirmed by stylistic comparison with photographs of signed landscapes by Wyck in the Witt Library—
additionally confirmed by Sir Oliver Millar.
x6 In order to seek to account for the Italian scenery Wootton
included in his works, the suggestion has been made that he spent
some time in Italy. There is no evidence to support this, and van
der Vaart's work clearly had a seminal influence on Wootton and
the whole tradition of English classical landscape painting.
The Gentlemen's Magazine, xg (1749), p. x88.
xg Privately printed undated catalogue of pictures at Temple
Newsam, c. x 862 (Earl of Halifax).
19 Typed Manuscript inventory headed: 'Inventory of the
Contents of Temple Newsam near Leeds: Yorkshire the Residence of the Honourable Mrs. Meynell Ingram. October

'...

of Halifax).
zo British Museum Add. MS 23724. Published by L. Lippincott,
'Arthur Pond's Journal of Receipts and Expenses, x 734 —175o'n
The Walpole Society, l.lv (x988), p. 273.
2.x Leeds City Art Gallery and Temple Newsam House Catalogue of Paintings: Works by Artists born before xgoo (Leeds,
1954), pp. 27, 58-6t. The two largest battle scenes were
attributed to Jacques Courtois (22.x68/48 and x1.169/48), all
the rest of the group to Marco Ricci. Also included in the latter
group of attributions are the two overdoor paintings in the
Edwardian Library. These were executed c. x9xz in the style of
the other paintings specifically for this room. It is possible that
the composition was taken from works by Marini which were
subsequently sold in 192.2..
2,2 Dal Pozzo records a battle by Marini in the collection of the
Marchesi Gherardini in Verona (F.B. Dal Pozzo, Le vite de
pittori, de gli scultori et alchitetti Veronesi (Verona, x7x8).
R. Bassi-Rathgeb, 'L'imprevedibile Antonio Marini'n Bollettino del Museo Civico di Padova. 1.1 (x962), pp. 133—
36
(published December x963). R. Palluchini, 'Postilla riccesca:
Pietro Brancaleoni e Antonio Marini'n Arte Veneta (x963),
PP. x96, 197.
24 E. Martini, La Pittura del Settecento Veneto (Venice, x 982),
PP. 490> 491
25 There are two books on Antonio Marini due to be published
x9oz'Earl

nl

1992..

26 Proni suggests that the four largest pictures in the Gallery at
Temple Newsam are of an earlier date than the rest of the group
and were probably painted in the 169os.
27 C. Gilbert, 'A Nobleman and the Grand Tour: Lord Irwin
and Marco Ricci'n Apollo, May x966, pp. 358-63.

28 TN/C xo.

I4

Grateful acknowledgement is made to Maria Proni for this
information. The full details will be published in her forthcoming
monograph on Antonio Marini.
3o The payments made to Thomas Palmer in London for bills
drawn on his agents Messrs. Williams in Venice for Edward's
stay between December xyo6 and May xyo7 are recorded in
John Roades'ccount book as follows: 4 December x 7o6, xoo;
xg January xyo7, f13o; x February, f75 and fx771.od.;
x9 February, f5o; x2. March, fzoo; 2 April, f147 x3s.od.;
5o; 21 May, xoo; Total 88o (TN/EA x 3/54).
5 May,
3x Thomas Palmer junior wrote from London to John Roades
at Temple Newsam June x 7o6,
yt be ye Leeds Carrier yt went
away yesterday, I sent yo'e box of books reed. fr. Leghorne.
The freight is f 5 5c customs charges 5c carters is 7'TN/C xo).
He sent another box of books shortly afterwards as John Roades
records 3o September x 7o6 (TN/EA 13/54).
32. TN/EA x3/54).
See note 38 below.
34 The law as it stood was that pictures might be brought into
the country: 'where they are not brought in for sale, but only for
the private use of gentlemen, you are to represent the particular
cases untb us, so if we think fit, they may be permitted to pay
customs ad valorem'Calendar of State Papers: Treasury Books
1669—
72, 5 September x 672, p. x 3o3). Although the law did not
change with regard to this until x722., official attitudes were
relaxed in stages with regard to paintings for sale before then.
When Edward brought pictures through customs at Hull in
1709 the letter from the collector in London dated x9 March
1708/09 specifically states: 'now these are things that pay duty
according as they are valued upon the oath of the importer, 5c
wether import, for private use or sale ...'TN/C xo). George
Vertue records that a Mr Broderick (Thomas Broderick Me for
Hertfordshire) put an act through Parliament in 172x to change
the law. He says: 'This Gentleman it was that brought a Bill into
the House of Commons, to pass an Act for importing of pictures
into England paying according to size. from xo shillings each
pictures to four pounds the most. when as before it was ad
Valorum. 5c caus'd great roguery 5c false swearing 5c prevented
the best or very good pictures to come in the Custom mounting
so high''he
Notebooks of George Vertue', The Walpole
Society, xxll (1938), p. 9).
35 Letter dated: '22 Feb. xyog/9 Copy to Mr. Hugh Mason.
Coll. of her Maj. Customs att Hull. We received yours of the x 3th
of Decem'ast with the particulars of the Lord Irwins Pictures
lately brought to your Port, and now in the Queens Wharehouse
there; and if they are really Damaged, and worth no more than
Twenty pounds five shillings as you Certifie from the Particulars
of the Valuation You may charge the Duties Accordingly. You
are notwithstanding
hereof to be Cautious not to pass these
Pictures upon this valuation without some oath of the Lord

f

f

f

f

'...

f

Irwins Agents'TN/C xo).
36 TN/C xo. Robert Graves was a portrait painter and picture
restorer who lived in York.
37 TN/EA x3/52. The bill for duty and fees is dated 24 March

I 708/09.
38 Richard Hey in Rotterdam to John Roades dated x November xyo9. 'I never heard anything of those pictures w'ch were
sent by Matt Johnson (one of which is now wanting) but Mr.

Haccius and Johnson here putt them aboard 5c his bro Matthew
so that I never heard any thing of those pictures till now of late; If
I had put them aboard I hope they might have come as safe to my
Lord's hands as those I last sent by Woodhouse. I have enquired
all I can about ye piece lost, and ye man who bought ye ship after
Matt Johnson died, tells me yt being in the Hold of said vessell, he
see an old Large picture thrown about as of no vallue (it being

upon Canvis) and afterwards he see the name ps. delivered to ye
hands of ye wido'ohnson. I have therefore wrote at Large to
Mr. Peacock of Hull, 5c if he can heare any thing of itt, will advise

itt'TN/C xo).
39 The poem was printed in xy6y for C. Moran in London, and
sold for one shilling and sixpence.
4o The ledgers of Charles's account with Drummond's Bank
show that Charles spent f:z,8oo with Lancelot Brown between
my Lord about

xy6o and xyyx.

4x A. Young, A Six Months Tour Through the North of
England, xst edition (London, xy7o), volume x, p. 349.
4z xo —xx August x8x4, Christie's, London. Lots ax (z), a3, z4
(a), 69 (a), all attributed to Jacques Courtois. Lot a4, A pair of
Battle pieces was bought in for f6 and then sold in another sale
a6 November, Lot 48, described as 'A pair of battle pieces
circles'. They are undoubtedly the pair which had formerly hung
over the doors in the Gallery in xy3o and which were seen by
Arthur Young in the Blue Damask Dressing Room.

THE DINING ROOM AT TEMPLE NEWSAM
ANTHONY WELLS-COLE
As the Dining Room was reopened to the public in
July zq9z, having served for forty years as the
office of the Director of Leeds City Art Galleries,
this seems an opportune moment to examine the
history of this important interior. Investigation
reveals that it has been altered more than is
immediately apparent.
The room came into existence first in the years
after t6z,z when Temple Newsam was bought by
Sir Arthur Ingram. Before his death in r64z he
consolidated the house and added to it, creating a
grand Parlour in what had presumably been unoccupied space beyond the main staircase in the
south-west corner. Its construction may date from
the t63os
certainly the timber partition separating the two or three rooms immediately above was
being erected in January t63y/35. In the first
inventory thereafter, in t666, the new room was
called the Great Parlour, and the family presumably ate there every day: more substantial meals for
special occasions would have been taken in the
Great Dining Room which occupied the space
above the Great Hall.
This is how the Parlour was furnished in t 666

—

oz
Three ffrench tables one little round table
Three sett worke Carpetts, 5c one Iron
sticht Carpett
05
One Armed Chaire, y back Chaires, z, Coach]
05
Chaires, ty stooles greene Cloth lased
I
00
One Irish sticht Cushion
Two old sett worke Cushions, 5c 6 gilded
00
Candlesticks
ffoure Window Curtaines of greene sarsenett]
OZ
lined with greene baze 5c two long rodds
J
A pare of tables with iron fire shovell
OI
5c tonges
A Chimney picture
00
00
A Litle side table
A Range: fixed

o6 o8

00 00
00 00
05 00

I5 00
00 00
00 00
Io 00
03 00

The room had an elaborate plaster ceiling and
frieze, which survive intact, and was panelled from
floor to frieze in oak which may have been
embellished with stencilled birds, butterflies and
beasts like the panelling from the contemporary
Long Gallery; this panelling is also largely
unaltered today but there was probably a grand

r6

chimneypiece with overmantel which has long
since disappeared.
Inconsistencies in the naming of rooms in inventories and accounts dog the historian of this room,
making it uncertain whether the seventeenthcentury Parlour occupied the same space as the
present Dining Room or also included the Serving
Room, to the north. An account rendered by a
brazier named P.W. Bayley who supplied on
rz December ty35 'A stove Grate for ye fore
parlour E3:3:0'nd 'A Stove Grate for ye back
parlour K3:3:0', suggests that the Parlour was
divided into two parts, particularly as another
room, the Little Parlour, is mentioned separately.
There are similar uncertainties surrounding Henry
Long's x68y painting account:

...

...
...
...

great dineing roome over ye hall [i.e. the Great
Chamber)
dore in ye lower dineing Roome [presumably the Parlour]
y collums on ye dineing roome
chimney pece
[?]

—

It may therefore be that none of the sundry minor
for instance on
work recorded during this period
z,3 November x69z Charles Crosby invoiced for
'Mending a Casement in ye greatt parler'nd less
than a month later Samuel Atkinson invoiced for 'a
bras lock mendin for litell dyning room... Eo—
0—6'

actually involved the Parlour itself.
Some references do appear to be unambiguous,
however, and the room came in for some attention
after Temple Newsam was inherited by Rich, the
5th Viscount Irwin, in rptq. At the exposed
south-west corner of the house, the room was
presumably inadequately heated, necessitating the
provision of a Dutch stove invoiced for in December ryr5.z This may have been part of a comprehensive scheme of redecoration for, in t pry, the
painted and stencilled decoration on the panelling
which dated from the t 63os or the
of the Parlour
r680s
was obliterated by painting it over with
Spanish white paid for on 30 October.3 This
measure was no doubt intended to lighten the room
and reduce its old-fashioned appearance; the room
remained white until the very end of the nineteenth
century.

—

—

The fundamental alterations embarked upon by
Henry 7th Viscount in the r73os and r74os seem
unlikely to have affected the Parlour much. The
plasterwork for which Thomas Perritt was paid
E5 5 on 7 August r74r for 'finishing ye new eating
room'ust be that of the Great Chamber or
Dining Room over the Hall: this itself would have
disappeared in the alterations of the r79os and
there is no evidence
of eighteenth-century
plasterwork in the Parlour downstairs. So some
building about the chimney and carpentry to the
fastenings of a shutter in the Parlour in i74z —
43
may actually be work done in the same first floor
room.s However, the seventeen frames made from
'November ye: 9th r74o... till March ye: 3th...
To Two Bow windows in ye: Great parlar...', may
have been for the ground-floor Parlour as the
surviving frames in the west window bay of the
Parlour show traces of the thick glazing bars
characteristic of the early Georgian period. Unfor-

tunately, as both the Parlour and the Dining Room
had two bay windows at this date, ambiguity
remains. Bricklayer's work about the hearth in
r7S4 may actually have been for the Parlour.
Lancelot 'Capability'rown's ground-floor plan
dated r767, describing his (unexecuted) proposals
for the south wing, shows the Jacobean staircase
still in its original form and it is tempting to think
that it records the Parlour substantially as it was
before alteration (Plate 9). But the projecting
chimney-breast is not indicated and we may be
looking at Brown's suggestions for a very simple
classical interior, stripped of its Jacobean features
and relieved only by two bay windows set with
sliding sashes. His north wall (at the bottom of the
illustration) is entirely plain whereas, in what may
be the later of two plans submitted by Robert
Adam, it is enlivened by a central niche matching
the bowed treatment of the bay windows inside
(Plate ro) and presumably intended for curved
sideboard tables with knife boxes, candelabra and
so on, as at Kedleston in Derbyshire. This would
have made an excessively awkward space out of the
Serving Room beyond, but it is the only flaw in a set
of proposals which demonstrate his genius for
converting historic houses. It is a pity they were not
adopted.
Adam's idea for a niche in the Parlour was not
entirely forgotten, as we shall see, when the whole
of the south wing was finally altered for Frances,

in Capability Brown's plan dated t 767. In
all the plans illustrated here, south is at the top. West

to Robert Adam's second plan for the Parlour,
The Trustees of Sir john Soane's Museum

In r736 the contents of the Great Parlour were
listed in two inventories which taken together give
a full picture of the room:
z Mohogmea Tables, a4 Bass [Cane] bottom'd Chairs, a
Armed Leather Chairs, r Side board Table, A Glass
r Little Screen, A
Lantern at Door, z Large Screens
Work Table, 4 Sconces, Window Curtains, A Range,
Fender, Fire-Shovell and Tongs, 6 Family Pictures, 4
Small Pictures Set in Glass.4

...

9 The Parlour

Yorkshire Archives Service, Leeds

I773.

Lady Irwin, between r79z and z796 by the Leeds
architect, William Johnson. These alterations saw
a new Dining Room created just east of the Great
Hall (it may have been finished in r8oy) so the
Parlour was redesignated the Breakfast Parlour.
The space between it and the Great Hall, which had
been the old-fashioned newel staircase, became the
'New Terrace Room'nd a new staircase was
created on its present site: passages and rooms on
three levels were severely truncated in the process,
reducing the Serving Room to the north of the
Breakfast Parlour to mean proportions. A groundfloor plan, datable to the x 8 g os, shows the arrangement after Johnson's work was finished (Plate r t).
In the late eighteenth-century Breakfast Parlour,
the Jacobean plaster frieze and ceiling were apparently retained intact together with the whitepainted panelling. The mullions of the west bay
were also kept and reproduced in the remodelled
south bay. Opposite, a central recess with canted
corners was constructed in the centre of the north
wall and flanked by doors, one leading into the
Ante Room or Serving Room, the other false. A

/

new classical-style chimneypiece may have been
placed against the shallow Jacobean chimneybreast. It was removed in the Victorian alterations
but shows up on the t8gos plan with projecting
blocks (perhaps supporting columns) in front of
pilasters. It might, of course, have been discarded
or sold during these alterations but as it happens
there is just one such chimneypiece still in the
house: visible in Mrs Meynell Ingram's bedroom in
a photograph of c. r 9oo, it was removed from there
in z9yy to the cellars but has very recently been
restored and set up once again in the bedroom
(Plate t z). Ionic in style and of the utmost purity, it
is consonant
with
Johnson's
William
late
eighteenth-century
work in the south wing and
may therefore have been made for the Breakfast
Parlour.
Even more intriguing is the recess in the middle
of the north wall. What did it look like? By good
fortune it actually survives almost intact above and
behind the Victorian sideboard. Its timber ceiling
whose upper surface can be seen from the void
above the ceiling of the Serving Room
has a

—
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tz Chimneypiece of statuary and Siena marble, perhaps
made for the Breakfast Parlour in the t 79os
pattern of timber ribs probably identical to that of
the plasterwork soffits of the window bays themselves. Its walls consist of mullions and transoms
forming a blind bay-window matching the one
facing it to the south, identical in mouldings and
originally painted white, with some kind of panels
or glazing subsequently removed (Plate r g).
The rgo8 probate inventory taken after the
death of the
h last Viscountess the previous year was
drafted by Thomas Chippendale the younger. The
Breakfast Parlour was furnished very fully and the
inventory was published in Leeds Arts Calendar
Nos 99—IOO (I987).
The ceiling, frieze and panelling were all white
and the white brackets
two perhaps used for the
lamps, the remainder for Chinese porcelain—
would have blended in. Colour was introduced in
the curtains, the pole cornices and green Venet'an
blin
inds, in the printed cotton case covers and the
carpet, not to mention the oriental porcelain.
After the Viscountess's death, Temple Newsam
was occupied by Frances, Lady William Gordon,
er second daughter. Two early nineteenth-century
mahogany sideboard tables surviving in the house
were surely made for the Breakfast Parlour:
stylistically too late for the rgoy Dining Room,
they must either have been commissioned b y L a d y
William Gordon from Thomas Chippendale the
younger (with whose dining room furniture at
Stourhead they have affinities) or by Frances's elder
sister, Isabella, Lady Hertford, who returned to live
at Temple Newsam in the tgzos. Lady Hertford
soon set about redecorating Temple Newsam to
suit her own taste, and amongst other measures

—

r3 A mullion and transom of the false bay window
behind the Victorian sideboard
the Best Dining Room into a Drawing
Room hung with Chinese wallpaper. The Breakfast
Parlour presumably became the principal Dining
R oom once again, and as the Jacobean style was
just then undergoing a revival in popularity L d
ertford may have confined her activities here to
graining the woodwork of the mullioned and
transomed windows in the pale oak colour that
seems to have been the unifying factor in all five
ground-floor rooms; she continued it on to the
walls and woodwork of the Serving Room next

turned

There is no record of how the Dining Room was
furnished in Regency times, but some of the
ornaments there were listed in a manuscript inventory drawn up by Emily Charlotte Meynell Ingram
in t 88o, less than ten years before she had the room
remodelled:
One large French Clock Two Oriental bronze bowls
with covers 5c handles on stands [these items annotated
'on Chimney']
Two small tables for serving on ball 5r.
claw feet

t9

When the interior was altered for the last time these
furnishings were found new homes in other rooms,
but other things were brought in, 't Brass
Chandelier 6 Do. Sconces'. These alterations,
which gave the dining room its present appearance,
were begun in z 888—
89 and their scope is revealed
by a somewhat inaccurate letter from Charles
Meynell to Mr Pawson, dated zy September ry3z,
in which he relates a conversation between 'Francis
Norman, and an oldish man by name of Court':
Mr Kemp [C. E. Kempe, a pupil of G. F. Bodley whom
Mrs Meynell Ingram employed both at Temple Newsam
and at her other country House, Hoar Cross in Staffordshire], who was then living at Lingfield about five
miles from Burgess Hill where Norman and Burt [the
contractors] have their shops, first gave the order to
Norman and Burt to do the work in the Dining Room. All
the old white paint was pickled off the oak panelling and
the oak restained. When the paint was off they found the
outlines of birds and beasts which had evidently been
painted in the centre of each panel.
Norman and Burt also put in a new [timber] cornice,
ceiling and relayed the floor. They also had to put in a
new door from the Serving Room into the Dining Room.
This apparently was the occasion when Mrs Meynell
Ingram had a difference of opinion with Mr. Kemp and
threatened to stop the work. Kemp apparently said to her
'You can't play about with old houses like this, and it's no
good trying'nd Mrs Meynell Ingram gave way. Court
heard all the conversation going on, and was much
amused.
(As a matter of fact, a door into the serving room was, of
course, made, which does not altogether tally with
Norman and Burt's and Court's account of the difference
of opinion between Kemp and Mrs Meynell Ingram. It is,
of course, quite possible that Mrs Meynell Ingram had it
put in separately afterwards, for it was undoubtedly
used, and I can remember quite well the food coming into
the dining room from there in Mrs Meynell Ingram's day,
and I expect in Lord Irwin's as well, although I can'
remember that.) Apparently all this work was done in
about t 889.

The alterations seem to have been complete by
r 89 t when the room had its spider chandelier and
six sconces. The most significant new features in
the room were the chimneypiece and overmantel,
the built-in sideboard, the articulation of the
panelling with fluted pilasters and pilaster strips,
and the deep oak cornice separating the panelling
from the Jacobean plaster frieze and ceiling.
In place of the chaste Ionic chimneypiece of the
t 79os mentioned earlier, Kempe installed a grand
and overmantel
Elizabethan-style
chimneypiece
which are only slightly smaller and less elaborate

zo

than those in the hall at Hardwick on which they
were modelled.'he chimneypiece is made from a
coarse-grained stone, with a greenish marble with
black flecks for the details, and the handsomelytiled opening was equipped with a basket grate and
brass andirons. The overmantel consists of a
plaster panel to which the various decorative and
heraldic elements are nailed. It combines an elaborate display of heraldry with mannerist-revival
strapwork and celebrates the connection between
Temple Newsam and the notorious son born in the
house in r gyp to the Earl and Countess of Lennox.
This was
The long and boneless Waxworks King, Lord Darnley,
with his white, flaccid, meaningless face, like the taffeta
mask he was so soon to be obliged to wear, with his
curling marigold-coloured hair, and his long hands like
satin gloves filled with

sand..."

He married Mary Queen of Scots in r g6S. The
armorial achievements were copied from the tomb
of the Countess of Lennox in Westminster
Abbey.'2 In the centre are the arms of Archibald
Douglas, 6th Earl of Angus, the father of Lady
Lennox. The smaller shields to left and right are
Lennox, and those below bear the arms of Mary
Queen of Scots (right) and her husband, Lord
Darnley (left), whose motto Avant Darnley jamais
darriere may be translated Forward, Darnley,
never behind. Drawings for the heraldry in the
overmantel survive, done by M.S. Scott-Gatty,
York Herald, who was presumably consulted by
Mrs Meynell Ingram.'his Victorian revival of
the connection with Hardwick was without doubt
intentional, for the two houses were intimately
related in the reign of Elizabeth I: Lord Darnley's
niece, Arabella Stuart, was not only the orphaned
of Bess of Hardwick but spent
granddaughter
much of her life at Hardwick.
The doors either side of the fireplace, leading
into the Terrace Room and the passage to the
staircase known as the Little Gallery, with their
doorcases and overdoors, are also Victorian. They
are considerably larger than their ty9os predecessors so they had to be offset in the openings,
necessitating in one instance clever management of
of the lock. On the other hand, close investigation
reveals that most of the panelling is Jacobean,
although there are new sections, especially in the
sideboard recess and around the window bays at
dado level; elsewhere it must have been re-set.
These observations are confirmed by Kempe's
drawings, some of which fortunately survive in the

which
sideboard
Kempe
The impressive
designed was clearly intended to display plate; this
is how it is seen in a photograph taken while the
family still occupied the house, although other
photographs show it completely bare. Stylistically
it is something of a mixture, combining Elizmulti-panelled
abethan and Jacobean elements
with the
doors, fluted and arcaded friezes
linenfold panels, brattishing and battlements redolent of the Middle Ages. Particularly impressive are
handles and keyhole escutthe medieval-type
cheons on the sideboard, made in cast iron. Two
bell pushes on the right-hand side of the sideboard
were presumably powered by batteries and used to
summon the next course from the Serving Room.

house. There are four drawings for the Dining
Room. One is a plan, elevation and section of the
south window bay. This has various comments and
instructions to the joiners, such as 'New styles
[stiles] at all angles I think will be required'nd
'New woodwork shewn in colours'nd 'This part
Two of the
still requires final consideration'.
drawings give full-scale details of the sideboard,
again with annotations: 'Leave a space in the
carving in the centre of the design for lock and
handle'nd so on. The fourth drawing gives a plan
and elevation of the doors with full-scale details
(Plate t4): 'Part shewn in colour only to be made',
'Carve this from some old work', and 'is the door
thick enough/if not increase it'.
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r4 Detail of C. E. Kempe's
drawing for the doors in the
Dining Room

Meynell's
Notwithstanding
Charles
letter
quoted earlier, Kempe left the plaster ceiling and
frieze intact, and this is proved by a memo written
by Charles Wood, and Viscount Halifax (and
Emily's brother), on t t July rex x 4
The panelling in the Dining Room at TN is the original
panelling. It had been painted 5c all that was done to it,
when the modern chimneypiece and glass which had been
put in, were removed was to get rid of the paint. The
chimney piece by which the modern chimney piece and
glass were [?re-] placed is a copy mutatis mutandis of the
one at Hardwick... the plaster work above the panelling
5c the ceiling are old 5c and are similar to some of the old
Tudor plaster work of which there are remains in some of
the servants rooms below the Gallery. The doors architectural ornaments over the door are new 5c put in when
the present chimney piece was put up.

The frieze in particular bears remarkable similarities with early seventeenth-century
plasterwork in
Sir Arthur Ingram's hunting lodge at Sherriff
Hutton. The walls behind the present panelling are
simply brick and show no indication of any other
lining or decorative treatment. On the north wall,
the two doors
one real, one false
of the late
eighteenth-century
scheme
were
modified,

—

tg The Dining Room

in r 894

—

occasioning Kempe's outburst of annoyance with
Mrs Meynell Ingram for playing about with old
houses.
The Victorian Dining Room was essentially
complete by t 89 t and its character can be judged
by an evocative photograph taken in t 894 (Plate
t5). Sometime after that date, double-glazing was
installed by the simple expedient of knocking the
caseglazing bars out of the eighteenth-century
ment window frames and glazing them with single
panes only, then inserting new casement frames on
the outside, with small leaded panes to match those
provided elsewhere in the house.'s This leaves
what may be t y4o —
4 z frames intact in the west bay
and the t79os casement frames in the south baythe difference in the profile and dimensions of the
bars can readily be seen.
The contents of the room in t9oz were listed in
an inventory in the possession of Lord Halifax:

Crimson bordered pile Carpet, z6ft —
6in —.3
9in —zoft —
Pieces of steel fire-irons with bronze figure Heads. 8
Holland Blinds. z, Pairs of old Gold figured Genoa, lined
window Curtains with white plush borders, Valances 5c
holders. Twenty Dining Chairs with leather seats 5c
embossed leather backs. One Arm Chair to match. A Pair

of 5ft —3in Mahogany side Tables with carved Frieze. A
— —similar Table. A Mahogany haft —4in —Telehaft toin
scope Dining Table R. Extra leaves. 3 Foot Hassocks. 4
Fold Screen in Maroon plush. A 4ft —Mahogany g tier
Dinner Waggon. A Pair of Cheval Fire-screens with old
needlework panels. Green baize table cover. A 6 fold old

lacquered Japan Screen. Nine Brass,
wall Sconces. Brass Spider.

g

light embossed

The number of wall sconces has been increased
from the six listed here in r 89t. Originally
intended for candles, some were adapted for gas.
Only two of these sconces survive today but two
more saved from the Victorian chapel have also
been installed.
The rest of the furniture associated with dining
was kept in the Serving Room adjoining:
A 6ft —carved Chippendale Side Table. A Chippendale
Mahogany Dining Table with z fall leaves. One Mahogany Chippendale Chair with ball Bc claw feet. Mahogany
Chippendale Wine Cooler, brass bound. Mahogany
Pedestal Commode. Mahogany zinc lined plate warmer.
Mahogany Chippendale side table with fall leaf. A
similar table with ball gc claw feet. A Pair of Mahogany z
fold fire-screens with sliding panels. A Pair of crimson
moreen window Curtains Bc valance. Deal leaf case.
4ft —9in —Square stained Table. Circular stained table.
Massive Mahogany Wine Cooler, lead lined. Old Oil
Painting, 'Interior with figures'. A Brass wall light. Old
Brussels Carpet. Patent portable ladder. 3 Tall candle
extinguishers. z Wood Pedestals (small).

Of all this only the pair of side tables, one pair of
brass sconces and the Dinner Waggon survive for
certain. However, a few years ago, six window
curtains were rescued from the family's favourite
country house, Hoar Cross, in Staffordshire. Not
I

I

only do these correspond very closely to the
description of those in the Dining Room in z9oz,
but they match almost precisely the dimensions of
the windows. The fabric is an old gold embossed
wool plush or Utrecht velvet, made for Watts 5c
Co. in a pattern called Old Down, and the borders
are strips of embossed silk velvet in a pattern
identical to velvet used on the altar frontal in the
xgyy chapel in the house. As the Dining Room
curtains were apparently not included in the zyzz
sale there is a possibility that they were taken to
Hoar Cross for use there and have now, by a
remarkable stroke of good fortune, returned to
their rightful home. They will be conserved in due
course and re-hung in the Dining Room; the room
will then regain much of its powerful yet sombre
Victorian atmosphere, reflecting the personality of
Mrs Meynell Ingram. Her nephew, later Lord
Halifax, recalled what it was like to take luncheon
with her, although by this time, in increasing old
age and infirmity, she tended to take her meals in
the Picture Gallery:
Her entry, gracious, deliberate, and stately, into the long
gallery at Temple Newsam where we were all assembled
for luncheon was quite an event. Preceded by a footman
carrying newspapers, or an eyeshade, or an air cushion,
she would move forward with assurance leaning on the
arm of her lady companion or of whoever had been
talking to her, with a Maltese poodle making up the
party. Everybody stood respectfully still, conversation
being frozen, as the little procession approached, when
greetings were exchanged, and we presently sat down to
luncheon '6

Before we finally 'wing
leave the Dining Room at Temple
Newsam we should return to consider what it was
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t6 Stained glass panels depicting Angels with the Instruments of Passion, perhaps copied from
glass made for the Jacobean chapel but transferred to the Breakfast Parlour in the ty9os

I

that Mrs Meynell Ingram thought precious enough
to have removed from the late eighteenth-century
false window when it was replaced by the Victorian
sideboard. To fit the bill, not only must these panels
be of the right dimensions but they must have been
available for use in the late eighteenth century and
removed again in t 888—
91.Had these simply been
timber panels they would have been left in place for
there would have been no reason to remove them. I
believe that we should be looking for glass, perhaps
even stained glass, which would have had to be lit
artificially from behind (although how this was
done will not become clear until the walls of the
Serving Room beyond are investigated, if then).
Temple Newsam retains two sets of historic
stained glass. First, there is armorial glass dating
from the early seventeenth to mid-eighteenth centuries, now set into the central window bay of the
Great Hall; but these panels are too wide to fit the
mullions of the false window of the Dining Room,
and anyway were recorded in what had been the
since the 179os, the Kitchen
in the
Chapel
lower ground floor of the north wing by T.D.
Whitaker in T8T6. The second set of stained glass,
six panels depicting angels holding the Instruments
of the Passion (Plate 1 6), are probably
were listed in the east window of the Chapel in
1 88o, with a panel of the Crucifixion in the south
window.
There was a third set, however, listed in the r x)oz
Inventory in a 'Lumber Room in Stable Yard', and
described as 'Sixteen leaded Cathedral glass Panels,
wide'. Their number and dimensions
4ft —18ins —
correspond precisely with the 'lights'n the false
window in the Dining Room, and the chronology
fits the theory well: they were stored because they
had to be removed from the Dining Room in
1889—
9t. Although we have no other record of
their appearance'e can suggest that they were
the very windows made for the east window of Sir
Arthur Ingram's chapel in the 1 63os. These would
have had to be removed when the chapel was
converted into a kitchen in the 17xIos and, rather
than being sold or stored, they might well have
been displayed in the false window in the Breakfast
Parlour
indeed its smaller size could have been
dictated by the dimensions of the glass panels
themselves. As they would still have been in place
when the Victorian chapel came into existence in
x 877, they
might have been copied for the
windows there
conceivably, therefore, these
originals (like the copies) depicted the Crucifixion,
and angels with the Instruments of Passion. This

—

—

Victorian'nd

—

explanation would account for the fact that the
Victorian glass incorporates cartouches copied
from a suite of Antwerp prints, designed by Jacob
Floris and published in 1 g 66, which are much more
likely to have been in circulation in the x 6gos than
in the r8yos.
NOTES
x

In the West Yorkshire Archives Service, Sheepscar, Leeds,

TN EA 3/x 1; this inventory

shows some differences from
another dated 3 September x 666, TN EA/xo, which incidentally
tells us that an Irish stitch carpet was valued at the same figure
(ten shillings) as the painting over the chimneypiece.

TNEA13/56 —xo.
TNEA 13/56 —x6.
4 TNEA3/19c.
TN EA x z/1 o.
6 TNEAxz/xo.
z,

3

7 For more information on the Best Dining Room see Anthony
Wells-Cole, 'Another Look at Lady Hertford's Chinese Drawing
Room', Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 98 (1986), pp. 16—zz,.
Wells-Cole, 'The Terrace Room at Temple
8 Anthony
Newsam', Leeds Arts Calendar, No. xo8 (199x), pp. 1 3 —23.
9 Probably in the 194os they had their feet cut off to reduce
their height to that of office tables; this damage has been repaired
by Ian Fraser, Keeper of Furniture Conservation, in x991. The
photograph also shows the arrangement of cords for the Holland
blinds and the curtains.
xo The Temple Newsam chimneypiece and overmantel may in
turn have inspired those in the hall at Hurstbourne Park in
Hampshire, a house built for Lord Portsmouth in 1894 and
completely demolished in 1965. Photographs in the Halifax
Annals show other details of the staircase hall there
particularly the fluted pilasters, carved newel posts, and round arches
so similar to comparable features
and balustrade to the gallery
in the Dining Room and Oak Staircase at Temple Newsam as to
suggest that C. E. Kempe must also have been the architect at
Hurstbourne
Park; in fact the architects were Beeston and
Burmester.
xx The Queens and the Hive (Penguin edition, x97x), p. 199.
x z Sydney D. Kitson and Edmund D. Pawson, Temple Newsam

—

—

(x9z7), P. 37.

13 Discovered by James Lomax in the Halifax archives at
Garrowby.
14 In the Halifax Archives at Garrowby.
15 An 1894 photograph taken from outside shows the squarish
late Georgian panes still in place. A third layer of security glazing
was added in 199z,.
x6 The Earl of Halifax, Fulness of Days (London, 1957),
z.7.
pp. 26—
x7 Christopher Gilbert, 'The Victorian Chapel at Temple
Newsam', Leeds Arts Calendar, No. 6z, (1 968), p. 7.
x 8 They were apparently not included in sales of the contents of
Temple Newsam in 1922, Hickleton Hall in 1947 or Hoar Cross
nl

1952..

I am most grateful to Michael Arthur of the Victoria and
Albert Museum for his opinion of the Instruments of the Passion
windows which he thinks could have been copied from existing
glass elsewhere.
zo There are fragments of two further panels in the house,
painted on both sides and perhaps indicating some kind of
adaptation of existing glass for a new location.
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